[Role of the surgical pathologist for tissue management in oncology].
Currently, the increasing number of ancillary methods to be performed from tumoral tissues in a pathology laboratory determines the necessity to have an optimal strategy for tissue management. The size of tissue samples dedicated for a pathological examination becomes smaller and smaller, as the diagnosis can be made with non or less invasive methods. However, the samples should also allow to provide the prognosis as well as to realise biological molecular testing in order to found a genomic alteration. Thus, it is critical to think about how to share and to pool the different expertises and abilities in a pathology laboratory in order to optimize the achievement of the different ancillary methods. Thus, following the morphological study made in hematoxylin-eosin staining, it is necessary to preempt the number of immunohistochemical and in situ hybridization studies, which will be potentially done from the tissue samples. Moreover, since the genomic alteration detection in tumours is mainly performed from DNA extracted from tissues, it is necessary to take in account some numerous parameters, in particular the nature and the time of fixation, the percentage of tumour cells, the presence of necrotic area, the percentage of inflammatory cells and the sample size. The strategy for an optimal tissue management in an oncology-pathology laboratory is critical and takes part of the different steps allowing to get an accreditation according the ISO15189 norm.